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1878: The End of an Era

Its physics bankrupted, its excesses detailed by the Press, its proofs rejected repeatedly
by the Law, its theoretical objects appropriated and evacuated by Science, Spiritualism
experiences a decline, between 1878 and 1915, in Anglo-American culture, which —
after a “second flowering” from 1915 to 1925 — resumes.

The End of an Era a Flawed Business Model
These so-called Spiritualists who talk so much about the public workers having such an easy time
would not think of living on what the average Spiritualist lecturer and medium has to live on today.
There is no work in the world as hard to discharge, or as poorly paid, as that of a public worker in
Spiritualism.
Milton Baker, Spiritualist lecturer, in The Sunflower (April 11, 1908)

Spiritualism failed to sustain itself in part because its business model — lecture circuits,
journals, for-fee sittings — was flawed: [a] logistically expensive, [b] prone to hypercompetition and the consequent production of excesses, and [c] difficult to scale,
particularly with sparse markets.
The work killed the workers, in too many cases: Foster and Slade, notably.
Its phenomenal excesses — especially full-form materialization, which ultimately wrecked
the movement — can be tied, directly, to Spiritualism’s flawed economics.
As can the numerous legal cases involving mediums and wills/inheritances, and other
kinds of financial flimflam.

The Beginning of an Era a New Business Model

Banner of Light, January 1886

James A. Bliss (1847-1890), who did much to bring phenomenal Spiritualism into
disrepute in the US in the early 1880s, pioneered (imperfectly) a new business model
for the next generation of mages.
(As did “the spirit postmaster” J. V. Mansfield, and the by-letter psychometrists,
before him)
The novelty — mediums are made, not born.

The Beginning of an Era a New Business Model

Sacramento Record-Union, May 13, 1895

The idea of latent powers has been a feature of occult markets since 1830 or so.

Latent Powers: Let Your (Sexy, Effective) Soul Out

A collection of commercially-minded occultists Pat Deveney has called the Twilight Mages
emerge in the later 1890s, to engineer, and serve, the latent powers market.

Latent Powers & Twilight Mages
The repertoire of powers promised by any occult discipline: foresight, healing
power, the control of self and others, sexual prowess, intellectual mastery,
material wealth.
In a word (their word):

success.

The mechanisms: mind, magnetism, attraction, vibration.
Synonyms: practical psychology, personal magnetism, personal influence, soul
development, self-mastery, self-unfoldment, self-attainment, suggestive
therapeutics, mastery of fate, mental science, [Surname]isms galore.

A value proposition premised on:

lack.

You can obtain what you perceive you lack.

Latent Powers & Twilight Mages
The Business Model (c. 1900)
Lessons, Readings & Devices
Backed by Authorities
And Institutions
Delivered Through the Mail
with Extensive Cross-Selling
Branding
Lead Generation and Lead Nurturance
Managed by Sophisticated Commercial Organizations
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What do you lack?

The Commercial Context (c. 1900)
1879: US mail reclassification act brings “legitimate”
periodicals into the most preferential postal rate
class. Ad content doubles in monthlies between 1880
and 1928; in weeklies, it increases by 27x
(Kielbowicz, 1995)
c. 1890: advertising brokerage operations emerge as
intermediaries, to enable advertisers to make
national and international ad purchases across
periodicals (and newspapers) without expertise
c. 1895 US postal inspectors begins aggressive
suppression attempts, using an 1872 law designed to
control lottery scams and “obscenity”
1902: American School of Magnetic Healing v.
McAnulty (187 US 94)

Sidney Weltmer’s Nevada, Missouri operation took in,
at its peak, more than $5000 a day in “absent healing
by vibration” fees, and employed 70 full-time typists
to manage the Weltmers’ outgoing correspondence.
The Nevada, MO post office’s volume was larger than
that of Springfield, MO — a city 10x Nevada’s size.

Elmer Sidney Prather | Prof. Elmer E. Knowles
(1872-1939)

“Elmer E. Knowles,” c. 1900

Elmer Sidney Prather, c. 1920
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Elmer Sidney Prather (1872-1939)
1905: Enters the mail-order occult business in NYC, using Knowles as a cutout, in partnership with F. T. McIntyre, whose interest in the Metropolitan
Institute of Science he acquires c. 1907.
1908: Founds Modern Science Publishing Co. in 1908, with the astrologer
(and serial murderer?) A. H. Postel, Reuben Swinburne Clymer and H.
Spencer Lewis (later, head of AMORC); Abby Prather edits Modern Miracles,
which publishes early Clymer and Lewis material. The Prathers share an
attorney with their main “rival,” Ewing Virgil Neal (1868-1949), head of a
Rochester, NY-based mail-order operation.
1909: After two fraud orders (both beaten) and an arrest for assault, the
Prathers migrate to England, and set up international mail order operations
in Kingsway and in Westminster Bridge Road: astrological readings, lessons
in personal magnetism, hypnotic devices, scrying mirrors, beauty aids,
dietary supplements (+$100,000/year alone), New Thought lessons. US
corporations remain in operation. A. H. Postel joins the Prathers in London.
1911: Former English employee attempts blackmail; the scope of the
Prathers' operation revealed in the resulting UK court case. 100 clerks, each
paid roughly one pound a week; German correspondence alone @ 5000
letters per week.

The Metropolitan Institute of Sciences was
an institutional authority, that granted
institutional authority.
D. S. T.s — Doctors of Suggestive Therapeutics
— and their Schools and Institutes were
plentiful, on the US occult landscape,
after 1900.

1913-1920: Adds international operation in the Hague, Brussels and Paris;
new cut-outs (Professor Roxroy, Clay Burton Vance, C. Spargo)
c.1925: Moves to France, buys chateau, opens international country club
1939: leaves 64,000 pound estate in England, multi-million dollar (gross)
estate, French country house and grounds, fleet of automobiles. etc.;
Prather’s US heirs divided $530,000 USD in 1943 (7.5M 2017 dollars/5.7M
2017 pounds)

The Method: A Clay Burton Vance Case Study

Clay Burton Vance was a Prather cut-out…
…like Professor Roxroy, C. Spargo, and (the once very real) A. H.
Postel (who has by 1910 moved on, to run the London branch of
the British Institute of Mental Science).
The USPS and others pursued these cut-outs, believing they
were real persons. Some, to this day, believe that.
http://www.iapsop.com/lessons/1913_vance_complete.pdf

The Method: A Clay Burton Vance Case Study

A “progressively detailed readings” scheme, pioneered by A. H. Postel and H. Spencer Lewis.

The Method: A Clay Burton Vance Case Study

Cross-selling. Companies all Prather-controlled. Offers might include mix of occult and non-occult
products and services, depending on the mage-in-charge (e.g., jiu-jitsu lessons, cartilage stretcher,
eyesight restorer, cosmetics, nutritional supplements, occupational correspondence courses)

The Method: A Clay Burton Vance Case Study

Exemplars exist in several languages

Mysterious power revealed at last…. by Abby Prather, as demonstrator

Perhaps you’d be interested in the work of my colleague, Prof. Knowles….

The Method: A Clay Burton Vance Case Study
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The Method: Elaborate Lesson Schemes
The Complete System of Personal
Influence and Healing
Six Branches
Basic Principles: 33 lessons
Hypnosis, Telepathy, Personal
Magnetism: 44 lessons
Auto-Suggestion/Self-Treatment: 20
lessons
Magnetic Healing: 29 lessons
Character Reading (Physiognomy,
Phrenology, Chirology): 26 lessons
“Oriental Methods”: 29 lessons
181 lessons
“No Connection with the Supernatural”
From 1927 USPS fraud order file on Prather’s Psychology Foundation

All roads led to: lessons, devices or both.
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The Method: Testimonials

1915 — Postel testimonials

Others — attractive, articulate, authorities — lacked what I lack,
and found: success.

The Method: Money-Back Guarantees

From 1927 USPS fraud order file on Prather’s Psychology Foundation

Safety for buyers. Prophylactic (to some extent) in case of postal inspection.

Lessons (that Teach) from the Twilight Mages
The occult can be made to pay.
Practical occultism sells.
(Tell me about me,
teach me to be a more powerful, successful, me.)
Lack is lack. I need: personal magnetism, 2 inches of additional
height, improved eyesight, stamina and vim, a girlfriend and a
good job.
Institutional credentialing is key. Credential-granting institutes
are the new guarantors, the new authority.
Publications are for demand creation, not communication.
Cut-outs up front, clerks in the back room, brains
on the golf course. Proprietorships don’t work.
Use existing distribution networks, particularly for
sparse markets.
Don’t fight. Switch.
Operate in friendly geographies.

Value, for money.

Execution tells the tale. Many Twilight Mages failed at mailorder occultism, failed to avoid the Law, or both.

Coda: Open Secrets
Beyond the Prathers, the Segno-Neal-Clark-Adkin syndicate and Sydney Blanshard Flower…
Professor Zazra

Arthur Edward Tapner | Arthur Drew-Clifton | Stanley Bruce (1871-c1930)
Chief Mystic of the Hindoo School of Protection
1907-1912 (US, UK, Europe), 1920-c1930 (Africa, Asia, UK)

Coda: Open Secrets
Beyond the Prathers, the Segno-Neal-Clark-Adkin syndicate and Sydney Blanshard Flower…
O Hashnu Hara

Lessons

Devices

(Demand-Creation) Journals

Ethel Marsh-Stiles | O Hashnu Hara (1878-1956)
Her works are in circulation today in ‘New Age’ communities

Coda: Open Secrets

Occult Digest, November 1927
Well before the close of 1927, Ewing Virgil Neal had become, in the eyes of the world, the
head of the (significant, international) Tokalon cosmetics empire, catering for a particular
kind of lack, worldwide.
At the same time, Xenophon Lamotte Sage was alive, well, and selling mail-order lessons to
all those who lacked mastery of the secrets of hypnotic influence.
Which one is the cut-out?

Swami Ramayandas wishes you: success.

